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The book has a lot of information but in my case when I took my test I hardly saw anything I was

told to look out for in the book. I felt the same way when I took my first practice test as when I took

the actual test, lost and unsure of my performance. The study lists contained in the book were very

helpful I just felt like the practice tests were not comparable with the actual test.My first issue was

the practice tests, there was no way to allow for the 20 questions that do not count so you score

could vary up to 20 points in either direction. My suggestion would be to select 20 random questions

and exclude those from the score. This in theory can give you a more accurate score but YMMV.

The second issue was the actual test seemed not to follow the books description of getting

progressively harder questions as you took the test. They seemed to be very random with very easy

questions next to difficult questions. the trick questions that dealt with word and letter play didn't

even appear in my test but there are numerous ones that are abundantly clear in the practice tests.

Of course this may be a result of the randomly selected set of questions I got.The bottom line is that

I did well on my test scoring in the 80th percentile which is the high end of the average scores for



the masters program I am perusing. If you have the opportunity and money, (30 bucks per practice

test), purchase a computer based practice test so you are familiar with the computer based test

format before taking the actual test. FYI, the score you receive at the end of the test is a scaled

score so you really have no clue what you actually got till you get your result in the mail.Good luck!

Effective questions and answer that will aid anyone taking the Praxis test. I am very satisfied and

passed the Praxis!

I was using the Kaplan MAT study guide from my local library and found it to be an excellent

resource! So much so I decided to buy my own copy so that I could write in it and put it to good use.

I am extrememly satisfied with this manual and highly recommend it to anyone needing that

additional study help. I plan on taking the MAT exam in a few months and I feel fully capable of

scoring high after using this book.

If you're preparing to take the MAT, I recommend this book! I had to take the MAT to get into a

school counseling program, and knew nothing about this test! However, it very adequately prepared

me and I got well above the required score for my program. This made my comfort level on test day

increase dramatically, and to be honest... some of the practice questions from the book were on the

actual test!

I followed the recommendations of this book, used the supplied study guides, took the practice

tests, and received a score in the 99th percentile when I took the actual test. I suppose that says it

all.

very nice and well package

This book helped me score above the 70% and I only studied half of the book due to time

constraints. I found questions on the test that were EXACT to the practice ones in the book. If you

want to pass, buy this book!

I bought a number of MAT prep books and ended up liking this the most.
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